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Bruce City...July-August... [Fresh-water lagoons, cont.]

[Freezing experiments with fresh-water animals. A number of small experiments were made, by placing animals in tubes of fresh pond water, surrounded by crushed ice (from glacier fragments on the shore). Some were frozen hard, others supercooled, over short periods of time. The temperatures were recorded. Controls were usually kept, in pond water.

(1) Fly, Chironomus glacialis, observed actually laying eggs in Pond VII, 1 August (these Notes, p.116). Next day the eggs were frozen solid for 35 min. at c. -3.5°C. After about 2 hours the water was all unfrozen. The eggs did not appear ruptured. On 9 August they had developed to the stage where 2 eyes could be seen, on the 11th the larvae hatched and began feeding. Control eggs on the 9th were at the same stage as the others. (The main results were noted by Edwards, in S.P.I., No.15, and in our paper,p.273).

(2) 27 July. In each of two tubes 3 Chironomid fly larvae (species not known) were placed, one cooled to -1.5°C., the other to -1.2°C., and kept so for about 15 min. When they became active again, the former did so more quickly and were swimming about while the others were still sluggish.

(3) 10 August. 1 large green Chironomid larva, 2 Daphnia, some Chydorus, and 2 Enchytraeidae worms were super-cooled to -2.4°C., without freezing solid, and kept for 15 min. All seemed healthy and active when thawed, as also the controls.

(4) Repeated this with the same animals, plus Eurythenura and a small Chironomid larva. This time they were frozen solid at c.0.7°C. All the Crustacea except several Chydorus died, also the large fly larva, but the smaller one survived. I noted that the Daphnia shed the ephippial!

(5) Repeated this with equivalent specimens, freezing them solid for 10 min. to -2.5°C. All died except the Enchytraeidae.

Summary. Crustacea can withstand low temperatures but not the mechanical damage of solid freezing. Chydorus showed some exceptions to this. Chironomus followed the same pattern except in one instance. Fly eggs and the worms could withstand freezing. This does not necessarily mean that they could survive a whole winter in that state. It is evident from the repeated appearance of adult Chironomid flies in the very early snow-melt period of the year (e.g. Daphnia on Prince Charles Foreland) that adults must survive winter, at least in a number of species. Stephenson (S.P.I., No.24) discusses the occurrence of Enchytraeidae worms on or in snow and remarks that the Enchytraeidae have always furnished the great majority of Oligochaeta from high latitudes and also mentions that the cocoons of eggs would
Bruce City...July-August... [Fresh-water lagoon, cont. easily be transported on birds' feet, and that some forms are known to encyst. So there may be various means of winter survival; but the occurrence of worms in the very early part of the season suggests that some, perhaps most, species winter in the adult state.]

[Coenomities on pond margins. (1) Salt-march. A moss sample was collected from the margin of Pond III — the Bryum zone shown in his Fig. (these Notes p.115A). He described it as "Bryum sp. (probably an abnormal form of Bryum nitidulum Lindb.)," but has been cited as Bryum nitidulum by us and by Bryce. It is a rather dense moss. The information I obtained about animals living in it is reproduced below:

| This zone is not covered by ordinary |
|         |
| Collembola: |
| A. aequalis |
| A. quinquelineata |
| A. aequalis Pulch. |
| A. quinquelineata var. morena |
| A. praetexta |
| A. quadrata |
| A. maculata |
| Nematoda: |
| A. nana |
| A. aequalis |
| A. pulchra |
| A. quinquelineata |
| A. praetexta |
| There were no nematodes. The worms were eating green moss leaves. |
| Counts of these enchyridial worms were made in order to get some idea of their importance in the biology of the soil. The ground consisted of 1 cm. of moss and 7 cm. of black mud; the worms occurring in the moss only. In the first place examined, 14 sq. cm. of moss were taken. In this the worms averaged 23 worms per sq. cm. In another slightly drier place, an average of 1-75 worms per sq. cm. was obtained. The estimates are probably too low owing to the small size of the worms and the difficulty of counting them accurately. Enough data were obtained to show that these worms must play a not inconsiderable role in the soil where they occur. |
| V. E. S. C. S. E. (1923). |
| E. 64. |

I regarded the absence of the common intertidal Collembolan Archinotoma as a sampling accident. Enchytraeus crymades was described by Stephenson (p.1135) as a new species and was abundant. He quoted me as follows: "These were observed to be living on live moss leaves and seemed to occur among those, but not in the decaying parts of the moss. They survived being frozen solid in an experiment I did. " Our paper (p.772) notes that they were frozen to -2.5°C. for 10 min. without harm. My field notes also state that I confirmed the feeding on green leaves by contents of stomachs of other worms' stomachs, but the species are not indicated. Nurmikoski (1919) cites my Bruce City records of E. crymades as the only record for Spitsbergen.
Bruce City...July-August... [Pond mangia, cont.]

Nielsen and Christiansen (1959) in their comprehensive monograph on this family, give no other localities in Spitsbergen or elsewhere for this species (for which they use the genus name *Marina*). In 1923 and 1924 I collected many *Enchytreaeis* worms from salt-marsh mosses in Liefdefjord, but *enchromodes* was not among them, although two other new species turned up. Bryce remarks about the absence of rotifers from this moss sample: "in the washings from this gathering, I found no trace of Rotifers. Dead eelworms were moderately numerous and some few diatoms were observed. The absence of rotifers was not surprising in view of the position whence the moss was taken."

(*Pond VI.* The marginal narrow strip of vegetation round Pond VII stood out conspicuously between the mainly bare shingle and the clear water (see photo p.111B). Although narrow, it showed a distinct zonation in plants and animals — see the table from our paper on the next page. Note the numbers are for Zones, not ponds. Zone 3 was submerged (at any rate in the period 25 July — early August when the observations were made), and Zone 1 was the driest. The greatest diversity of species was in the middle Zone 2. The "pond rotifers" mentioned in Zone 3 are those already dealt with on p. 116 of these Notes. No *Plotosida* occurred otherwise.)

[Among *Enchytreaeis* several *Enchromodes* were collected — apparently the only known species other than those from the salt-marsh. There was 1 *Haplo helixum* (for other records of this new species, see these Notes, p.102). The 2 *Kaeoscherium* were too young to identify the species.]

[Walton gives a list of the plants round the margin of Pond VII:

**Phanerogams:**
- *Carradine pretensis*
- *Chrysosplenium tetrandrum*
- *Saxifraga cernua*
- *S. hirculus*
- *S. oppositifolia*

**Mosses:**
- *Campylorhynchium nitens*
- *Mniaceae var. integrifolium*
- *Timmia austroac.* var. *arctica*
- *Webera nutans*

These grew in a dense turf blocking the mouth of the pool. The differences between this and Pond VII are quite remarkable, considering that the general lay-out was so similar. Among Phanerogams, only *C. pretensis* was in common, and among the mosses only *C. nitens*. I cannot explain this, unless...
### Flora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phlox subulata, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordia gigantea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceanothus greggii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryas octopetala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epigaea virginiana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindera obtusa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poa sp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polygonum viviparum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salix polystachya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salix exigua</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryophytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaphoglossum triphyllum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucephalandra adenocaula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybanthus penduliflorum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. penduliflorum var.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophioglossum nemorensis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophioglossum atropurpureum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryopteris filix-mas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. gigantea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. polygonum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. polygama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. adiantum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. arenaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helminthostachys heterophylla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithospermum carolinianum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurria montana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lecanora nitida</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lecanora tricina</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes

- *Plants marked with an 'x' grow submerged. The Rosales may not be constant, but those of Adoxa probably show their normal distribution.*

---

Flora and fauna of 3 zones on the bank of Pond 874, Bruce City.

(Our paper, p. 368)
Bruce City...July-August... [Pond margins, cont.] the history of Pond VII (assuming it to be identical with Olofson's Pond IX see these Notes, p.112) offers an answer.

["The silted areas", Before describing the other habitats, I have to try and untangle ideas and facts about what we and Walton (and following his, Dobbs) called 'the silted areas'. These are much more vegetated, and some are boggy land, whereas the outer range of beaches is comparatively poor in plant and animal life, except around ponds. This distinction is clearly seen in Walton's "aerial" photo (in his paper, and in these Notes p.32A). And this inner zone is much more extensive than the outer one. We stated (p.261) that "silt brought down by the streams in spring and early summer as a result of snow melting on the mountains is being deposited over the whole region."

Walton stated: "The streams of water from the mountains carry silt towards the shore and tend to fill up the lower lying area to the landward of the shingle bank." What we called the silted areas carried a variety of habitats from wet bog with pools, to (in summer) dry areas with extensive polygonal soil structures.]

[Payling-Hansen (1955) agreed with the surface appearance just described, but with its interpretation. He was concerned with beach structures and not at all with the plant communities growing upon it. He states: "The ridged beach plains, the surface of which is composed of beach gravel, is bounded to the east by a clayey silt containing large quantities of Lithothamnion (calcareous algae) and Amartae (a bivalve mollusc). It is moreover covered by vegetation and appears dark in the field and on air photographs [see p. of these Notes], so that the border-line between Lithothamnion silt and light beach gravel is thus very sharp....Both Walton (1922, pp. 110, 114) and Summerhayes and Elton (1923, p.258) distinguished between an unsilted and a silted region of the raised beach, but they erroneously assumed that the raised shingle beaches were the primary features and that, on being raised, they came under the influence of silt-bearing streams from the mountains (Walton, loc.p.114). In this way the greater part of the raised plain should have been silted over by streams. In point of fact the Lithothamnion silt is the primary of the two deposits... (p.86)."]
Bruce City...July-August... ["The silted areas", cont.

I was perfectly aware that the beach shingle overlies a substrate of Lithothamnion benthic silt, described in Elton and Raden-Powell (1931, p.350), though here it was a clay not a soft silt. Similarly Walton published dug sections of the intertidal mud of the salt-marsh zone, and got down to the same stratum — unless the material noted was all derived by secondary erosion from higher up. We are partly dealing with the probable historical origin of a "silt" surface layer along the inner part of these beaches; though there presumably would also be physical differences between a raised sea-bottom "silt" (even after the salt had been leached out over hundreds or thousands of years), and a beach surface (of whatever character) subsequently covered with spring-melt alluvium or detritus from the hills. From the pragmatic point of view, the main thing is that there is this relatively impervious mud/silt/clay area, contrasted with the very poor soil of the main shingle in front. We were obviously mistaken in attributing it simply to silting by streams or snow-melt, but I cannot help thinking that parts of this area are so covered. In 1926 K.S.Sanford examined and photographed some low-lying land at Green Harbour, where streams and the spring snow-melt had carried down quite coarse debris from the mountains behind (presumably the mountain slopes silt sooner than the flat land). One could see how this material had in places been dumped on top of the still unmelted snow on the banks of a stream, and thus spread well beyond the confines of the summer stream channel. The hinterland of Bruce City would be subject to the same process, and the air photo (these Notes, p. ) published by P. - H. in his paper shows the fans of eroded and frost-split debris coming down ravines behind the Bruce City beaches. Incidentally, it would not be likely, given the inward sloping of these beach terraces, that such silt could cover the parts that are now bare shingle. (I am not certain whether P. - H. considered that bare sea-bottom had been raised up, or the shingle covering it removed by erosion after elevation."

[Not being a physiographer or soil expert, I will only hazard the opinion that both processes may have been at work, but that it would need a much more detailed soil and vegetation survey to find out what proportion and in what places each type of substrate exists — if indeed that matters to vegetation.]
Bruce City...July-August... [The silted areas, cont.]

[In the ensuing descriptions I shall use the term "silt areas", instead of "silted", — a good enough definition for the present purpose.]

[Streams. These are indicated on the various maps on pp. 109, 134, & 58, in these Notes. It will be noticed that the two main streams Shellabekken and Feltfjellbekken and their tributary smaller ones "bypass" the central area of beach on which Bruce City stands, and up to the c. 40 ft. level south of it. I did not find any animal life in the streams, but it is likely that I did not investigate them fully. The following algae were found in one stream (our paper, p.264):

Cosmarium botrytis Kenagh.
C. globosum Bulukh.
Cylindrocytina brebiasonii Menagh.
Gomatoscypon brebiasonii De Barry (the most important sp.)
Stauromatum alternans Kreb.

[Boggy areas or "wet tundra". These systems are complex and really not easy to categorize because of much local variation. Walton’s version of zonation and probable succession of vegetation from the intertidal region to the shingle beach and the silt areas respectively, is copied on p.125A here. Summerhayes did have time to make a detailed analysis, but we noted (p.261) that "owing to frequent changes in the courses of the streams, bare areas of silt are constantly being produced. The first plants to appear in such habitats are Eriophorum scheuchzeri [cotton-grass] and Dupontia fisheri [a grass] H.B.K. In places Juncus biglumis also occurs. Silt is caught by these colonisers, and as the level rises a wet type of vegetation is produced, with E. scheuchzeri, E. angustifolium f. tria, (now given as a species, E. tria, by Hønning), J. biglumis, Juncus confusus and Salix polaris; and three mosses, Hylocomium splendens, H. stellatum, and Sphagnum vagum."

Walton amplifies this description a little. He makes the Salix a later stage, forming tussocks up to 6 in. high, in which were Juncus biglumis, J. biglumis, Polygnum viviparum, Saxifraga cirrhosa, Stellaria longipes (now, I believe, Braunton), and the small horse-tail Equisetum arvense var. decumbens; with Hylocomium splendens etc. and a lichen Lecidea [Forska] decipiens — viz. a sparse mixture of wet, damp and dry tundra species.]

[Walton has excellent photos of the cotton-grass and Salix tussock habitats, in his paper].
These two series of zones, the one from brackish pool to raised shingle beach, the other from pool to wet "tundra" vegetation, are probably in the process of converging to a final Cassiope-Health Association. In the first series this climax is reached relatively soon but in the case of the vegetation on silt it is retarded indefinitely by the excessive supply of surface water. Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically these series and their possible convergence to a climax association.

Bruce City...July-August...  [Boggy areas, cont.]

[The map by Dobbs covering the area he studied, relates mainly to the
neighbourhood of the salt-marsh system and the habitats around it, but not
to the whole of the inner beaches; though he describes a number of features
of vegetation on the latter. For details his paper should be consulted. He
notes the mixture of Carex subspathacea and mosses between the outer and
inner abingle beach on his map appeared rust-coloured from above. (This
sedge = Walton's C. calycina var. subspathacea).]

[I did little collecting in the bogs but did bring home dried moss samples
of two species, both from wet bog. And from wet Brynum atollatum I obtained
a number of worms, a species of Enchytraeacea that Stephenson (S.P.1. No.24)
described but did not name because the specimens were too immature. But in
his description (1924) of Enchytraeidae that I collected in Liefde Bay in
1923, he was inclined to identify them with Enchytraeus muscorum which he
described as a new species. Both those and others that I collected there in
1924 were confined to salt-marsh moss. The Bruce City specimens were from
a definitely fresh-water bog, but not far from the salt-marsh area. They were
abundant; I made a count from 20 sq. cm. of moss and found an average of
3.25 per sq. cm. (our paper, p.261) -- so confirming the evident importance
of this group in Arctic communities (see these Notes, p.121). Bryce
examined a sample of the same moss (L 19) and found a few rotifers:

Adineta barbata Janssen
A. vagia (Davis)
Nebriochis nilens Bryce
Macrotrachelia aculeata Milne
Pleurostra brycei Weber

N. nilens was described as a new species (by an error of transcription
it is listed in our paper as N. insinuata, but is correct in Bryce). The
Pleurostra was a distinct form without spines, though not classified as a
separate species.]

[A sample of Brynum scoporisides from wet bog (L 21) produced a richer
diversity of rotifers. There were also at least 2 species of Tardigrada,
several Nematoda, and a few Rhizopod tests; and of algae, several Desmids
and some Noctoc. We referred to these animals in our paper but did not give
the list of rotifer species, which is as follows:
Bruce City...July-August... [Boggy areas, cont. Hypnum acutifolius...

Piolinidae: Monozyga curvata Müller
Bieliales: Adlinda vagans (Davis)
Curnotrocha cornigera (Bryce)
Habrotricha elegans (Vilins)
Kinasignum Bryce
Macrotrichula habita (Bryce)
Mniobia ruscela (Zelinka)
Phylodina acuticornis Murray
Planotrema brycei (Ewer)
Rotifer tardigradus Ehrenberg

The Piolimid occurred also in the wet moss edge of Pond VII (these Notes p.116). My moss samples had altogether produced 3 specimens of K. ruscela, one from Prince Charles Foreland, one from Cape Bonemass and this one, containing the newly-described but not identified worm parasite in the gut. Bryce refers to "this large and handsome rotifer...usually up to 600 μ in length..." and describes its feeding behaviour and the position of the parasite.

[Bogric habitats. I do not find it simple to combine the observations of ourselves, Aiton and Dobbs; or of Acock, mentioned below. This is partly because Walton and Dobbs were chiefly concerned with the region extending from the intertidal complex, and in our case Summertays did not have such time at Bruce City, though he and I ranged more widely. The field notes made by Walton and by us were the usual subjective estimates (backed by specimens where necessary) that field ecologists relied upon. Dobbs tried to increase precision in his work by taking random samples (hoop-throwing along mapped transects). However, he agreed in the main with Walton's conclusions. And it must be noted that the estimates of relative importance of species within such random samples was still subjective.

I shall use the Latin names current then, though some have changed their names since. In 1936 and 1937 Acock (1940) studied a broad transect from the Hut's to the base of the Campbell Range, mapped for him by T.W.J. Taylor. He sampled the vegetation, using Raunkier's method of estimation, though "Cryptograms were not studied in detail". At the foot of the mountains his transect reached a swampy zone on silt, kept wet by seepage from above. He also noted the rather poor species diversity. I have found it almost impossible to give a summary of his survey, which is not set out in a very orderly manner, though it contains a lot of detail. He mentions that
Bruce City...July-August... [Drier habitats, cont.]

the soil has a high calcium carbonate content. The species lists are not markedly different from the earlier ones made here.]

[The Flora of the lowland drier habitats. Not more than about 35 species of Phanerogams etc. seem to have been recorded in these surveys (there are several taxonomic points that make a more accurate figure difficult for me to work out). It is interesting that, although this place lies within the Inner Fjord climatic zone, this does not necessarily lead to a richer vegetation. The same thing could be said of Cape Barren. The fact seems to be that a sunnier, drier climate will produce richer communities if the edaphic conditions are also favourable, which is not the case with the beaches of Bruce City and the radiostones of Cape Barren. There are not the rich flower slopes found in a good many parts of inner Icefjord (but see Appendix 3, where it is shown that such conditions do occur in Dalsa Valley across the Fjord from Bruce City.]

[Although there is not a complete list of species, even from these four surveys, it would also seem that the bryophyte and lichen flora was nothing like so rich in species as that on Prince Charles Foreland.]

[Walton's diagram (these Notes p.125a) gives his ideas of the transition from salt-marsh to shingle beach and salt marsh respectively. He interpreted these as probable succession series; though both he and Dobbs emphasized that the heath "climax" with Cassiope was actually reached in only a few spots. Walton's summary concluded: "It is thought that the succession of vegetation from intertidal mud flat to raising beach is continued until a possible climax is reached in a Cassiope-Heath Association." We stated (p.260): "A heath of Dryas and Salix polaris seems to be the ordinary climax in this region, Cassiope heath only rarely being produced."]

[The shingle-covered parts usually carry an open sward with mainly Dryas clumps, and Walton showed how each clump often grew away from the wind coming down the Glacier, the bases becoming covered with lichen growth. This formation-type can be seen in several of the photos in the present Notes. But Dobbs pointed out that although in terms of Phanerogams it looked open, "the shingle, however, is closely covered with crustose or minutely foliaceous lichens, among which Lecanora estribruna (Ach.) Ach. is dominant." He mentions also 8 other lichen species. (Both he and Acock state that the "Lecanora tartarea" given in our and Walton's accounts, should be L. estribruna. I give a comment on this point on p.129).]
Mud polygons on salt marsh, near C.E.L. area. Major polygon channels have moss and Salix Salaris. Minor polygons in centres mostly bare of phanerogams. (Photo J. Walker, 1923; reproduced in V.S.S. E.C.E., (1923), Pt. III.)
Marine mud: polygons with shallow pool between, some with channels, and very convex, dried and many ones visibles. "Bruce City."

(From T. Walton, 1971.)
(Also built by C.S.I. on polygons, paper, 1927, in T. G. Long, Ed., B.C. Geol. Surv., Vol. 33, Plates, B & X.)

(From T. Walton, 1971.)
Paulson's incorrect identification of *Lecanora* at Bruce City, explained on p. 128 of these Notes, is unfortunate, because both in our 1923 paper, and later in our surveys published in 1928, it is made clear that one of the common dominant lichens in the archipelago is *L. tartarea* or its variety *frigida*. Being quite ignorant of such recondite taxonomy, I have consulted Mr. F. W. James of the British Museum (Natural History) and am much indebted to him for advice. He wrote (17 May 1962), with reference to Bruce City: "As it happened the specimens you mentioned were easily accessible in our herbarium and I have been able to examine them carefully. It seems that C. G. Dobbs was correct in naming them all as samples of *Lecanora epiphyton* — there is no *Ochrolechia frigida* present. The specimens are rather small and in some cases fragmentary..." Later he wrote: "You are right in assuming that no material of *Ochrolechia tartarea* was represented in your collections by Summerhayes from Bruce City. The species is also absent from the 1923 and 1924 collections where the closely related species of *O. frigida* is present on a few fragments."

It will be noted that the three taxa *Lecanora epiphyton*, *L. tartarea* and *L. tartarea var. frigida* have become three species *L. epiphyton*, *Ochrolechia tartarea* and *O. frigida*. Paulson's paper about the 1921 collections has some discussion about the great variation in *L. tartarea*, with *L. frigida* at the extreme. It would seem that all references in our 1923 survey paper (on the 1921 Expedition) should read "*Lecanora sp.*", or (since other *Lecanora* spp. also appear) "*Lecanora* probably *L. epiphyton* Ach."

In the present Notes I have not repeated any of the long lists of lichens (especially prominent for Bear Island and Prince Charles Foreland with their damper climates) that Summerhayes received from Paulson and put in our paper. After 60 years, there will undoubtedly be other changes in taxonomy to be taken into account.
Succession might also lead from swampy or damp areas to a formation on silt soil consisting predominantly of fairly large mud polygons, as shown by the photos on pp. 126A and B. There is also an impressive photo in Acock's paper, which, though technically poor, shows the great extent of this formation type. Vegetation grows mainly in the large channels but less or not at all in the secondary cracks. The former undoubtedly result from frost expansion, the latter primarily from summer drying and cracking, complicated by other factors as well. This whole question is discussed fully in my later paper (1927) on polygons. The plants commonly dominating the channels were Phragmites and Salix polaris.

[Scattered on the whole area (including the salt-marsh estuary) were small stone blocks of various sizes and types, that must have been dropped when ice-masses from the glacier melted as they floated down the fjord, passing over what was then sea-bottom. As Feyling-Hanssen points out (1930, p. 36) it is an undoubted fact that the huge glacier never advanced far towards the present beach system and obviously did not cover it, in the post-glacial times during which it was gradually raised up.]

[All these general remarks are subject to the proviso that there is much local variation caused by ridges and hollows, etc., the latter tending to produce better vegetation in places. In fact, in spite of having been the subject of four major surveys, this region merits a much more complete study of the habitats, other than the intertidal zones that are well understood.]

[Peas of the drier habitats. My description of these communities will centre round the list in our paper copied on p. 131 here. The reader of these Notes will realize that in one month it was not possible to carry out a really complete collection of terrestrial animals, though I was much helped by two circumstances that will be described. My main attention was on aquatic systems. Much of collecting was in the neighbourhood of the huts and two big ponds. About 32 species of invertebrates were found, of which about a third were flies breeding in ponds. No doubt the use of modern methods such as systematic pit-fall traps and Tullgren funnel samples would have increased the list, especially for smaller sites and perhaps Coleoptera. I had two bits of good fortune that greatly helped in collecting these insects. Large numbers of flies got trapped inside the windows of our huts, and I collected the often tangled specimens from the ledges. It was the remarkable skill of A.H. Ham (see these Notes pp. 11-12) that enabled these]
Bruce City, July-August... [Fauna of drier habitats...]

Very delicate insects to be mounted for examination by Edwards. About 100 egg-linens were collected in this way, including mainly 6 species of Chironomus flies evidently emerged from Pond VI and VII. Of these Paecilomachus borealis (24) and P. limbatellus (42) formed about two-thirds, the rest being species of Cricotopus and Orthocladius. (In 1935, Fisher, on the 1933 Oxford Expedition found 76 and 47 Chironomus lugubris (det. by Edwards) on the same windows (see Carpenter 1937); also a number of P. limbata-ellus (7 July), Cricotopus glacialis (18 July), and one Diamena sp. Y on 8 July). The last record is interesting, in that I encountered no Diamena at all at Bruce City, though they had been collected at Green Harbour on 28 June and Prince Charles Foreland 1-10 July. I arrived at Bruce City on 19 July. Clearly Diamena appears in the adult stage early in the season, and has its early stages in streams during the summer (see footnote, these notes p.43).

[Another form of "trap" was on flowers, which were abundant on the beaches. The table shows that it was mostly Parasitic Hymenoptera, not Chironomus flies that went to these, though Cricotopus glacialis was an exception, visiting four species of flowers. Limonchelis spp. are well-known flower-visitors, as has been recorded since Holmgren's time.]

[Here I have to insert a few corrections. Edwards (3.P.1.No.15) gives "on flowers of Bryas" for Chironomus lugubris here, which was not put in our paper. Edwards (1954), after looking at the early Swedish collections, made some changes in names of flies. In this list, Orthocladius decoratus should read O. petraeus (?), and O. festivus should read O. decoratus]

[The two species of Paecilomachus were collected in the greatest numbers by me, both on the windows and on the tundra (end of July). There were 128 P. borealis and 249 P. limbataellus. Of Cynoscullerus only 4 were taken.]

[Mosquitoes (Aedes albinus) were present (3 Y coll.) but I do not remember that we were even annoyed by them. But I have an interesting note given me by James Fisher, on his experience at the Petunia Bay base camp in 1933: "Mosquitoes Ys from Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate hut, Petunia Bay, 8 July 1933. Taken alive [100 Y, see Carpenter, 1937]. Present in large numbers and a great nuisance round the hut. Weather very fine and temperature 48°F. These mosquitoes continued in abundance all the time I was there (with to 50th). We were most numerous between 4 a.m. and 4 p.m.]

Bruce City...July-August... [Notes on dry habitats...]

[13; ly Scathophaga varipes were taken visiting human dung on the lower shingle beach (14 August). But Hackmann (1968) says that this species in Spitsbergen (as S. littorea) is a "littoral species often associated with sea wrack". Gatty (see Carpenter, 1937) collected 355 in Kloss Hillen Bay (either at Bruce City or Patuna Bay) on 5 Sept. 1933 "one stones and seaweed", together with "one not fully developed ex pupa"; also 5 puparia were found among seaweed and stones.]

[Of the 3 species of Parasitic Hymenoptera the Ichneumonid Stenocrates pedestrinas was thought by to be a parasite of Diptera. In confirmation of this, Bertram and Lack (1956) cite Dowson's opinion that its host is a Mycetophilid fly. The only member of this family (generally known as "fungus gnats") in our Bruce City list is Mycetops frigida. Both species occur on Bear Island. Holmgren remarked of this fly (under an older name Mycetophilus): "Larvae in fungi found rare observers." It is not clear whether this was on Bear Island or Spitsbergen. Waterston also considered Atractodes bicolor to have a fly host; "Several species of this genus have now been bred from maize in carrots".]

[Of the Bracoid Ichneumus hyperboreus he noted that it belongs to a genus known to parasitize sawfly larvae. Holmgren, who collected it at Green Harbour and Advent Bay remarked: "Larvae in Ye moi frigida sinistro vitam dequant." The sawfly Pristiphora frigida has been found in several localities in Icet'jord. Holmgren collected it at Green Harbour "in foliis Salacia polaris" (I believe this to mean among the leaves, not in them, since the individuals were adults). I found it at Gips Valley. There are other records. But I saw no sawflies at Bruce City, though they could not be overlooked, especially in flight. Probably they emerge in the early part of the season and their larvae then develop in Salicis polaris. My sightings on Bear Island and Gips Valley were in June. Holmgren visited Green Harbour 31 July-3 August, and Advent Bay 3-10 August.]

[In our paper we said (p.263): "There were very few colembola, sitoites and oligochonetes on account of the sparseness and dryness of the plants. Spiders are fairly abundant, especially near the ponds, and they must live largely upon the flies which breed there. One was seen to attack the fly Chironomus hyperboreus." Our statement that the Colembolan Onychiurna
Bruce City...July-August...

_arnatus vari.arcticus_ was found under shingle on the lower parts of the beach is not confirmed by my original catalogue and is a confusion with its occurrence in the drift-line there. But in 1933 Fishe collected 32 specimens of this species "under stones on a raised beach, Klaus Hillen Bay", probably at Bruce City, where he also found _Isotoma viridula_ in this habitat.

[To the two species of spiders listed should be added _Erigone arctica_ and 1 _E. tirolensis_ which Jackson later decided to be _E. cyanophylax._

(For the latter, see these Notes p.64.)]

We mention (p.262) the slightly different community associated with erratic blocks on the beach, which were numerous. They bore a rich flora of mosses and lichens of the usual species, e.g., _Lanthoria variegata_ etc., and also the alga _Rusciola crispa_. The lichen and algae almost certainly reflect the slight shading effect of perchng birds over the years. This vegetation seemed to provide a better habitat for invertebrates, and the following were found under moss etc.:

| Collombola: | Polacria quadrioculata |
| Araneae: | Eriocrane _arctica_ |
| Acarina: | Baineia sp. |
| Oligochaeta, Enchytraeidae: | |
| Nematoda: | A large sp. "sporadic." |

"Eriocrane was seen to eat the site _sharida gelida_. I would now claim, as we did, that these boulders had "self-supporting communities of their own."

But it is possible that they may be comparable islands in a rather bare habitat.

[Mountains of the Campbell Range] These are mainly ares interspersed with fans of material washed down gullies, see photo p.65. The underlying rocks are sandstones, carbonaceous shales, gypsum beds etc. The vegetation is mostly open fijaskmark, for which we listed 20 species of _phorogyna_, some going up as high as 300 ft. A photo in our paper (Pl.IV) shows broken ares with poppy and purple saxifrage. We said that _Satyros oppositifolia_ is the only plant occurring at 2000 feet in this area. (but
of the sedgegrass' higher records. Bobbas agreed with this generalisation but found one exception. He discovered a ridge at c. 1800 ft. that was slightly more protected from the N. and E. On this there were some 8 species of flowers and grasses, and 2 lichens.

I spent little time up here, but did collect 10, 3g of the spider *Leptochirus sobrinus*, characteristic of unstable habitats on Spitsbergen, especially across slopes, where it mainly replaces *Typhochrus* etc. There were also a few, of which I collected *Stella* sp. and *Cysta brevioria*.

**Micro-fauna of drier habitats:**

(a) Rotifers. A large tuft of a very close-growing moss, *Oxalis comosa*, produced a large number of rotifer species. It was also interesting to the bryologist Dixon who named our species (S.P.I, No.29). He mentions that I had collected this "very remarkable form" of the species, which he describes. Bryce states: "It proved to be by far the most productive for Rotifers, although the number of individuals seem was quite moderate". There were 15 species:

- **Plocidae:**
  - *Eucentrum noray* (see these Notes, p.110)
  - *Adinella vaga* (Davis)
  - *Haplocladina insignis* Bryce
  - *H. minia* (= *bidenta* Milne)
  - *Macrosticha* (Dujardin)
  - *Macrobrachia aculeata* Milne
  - *Kochociona* (Bryce)
  - *Rhabdotus* (Bryce)
  - *Vaironsia* (Bryce)
  - *Philodina* noray (Bryce)
  - *Rotifer sordidus* (eastern)
  - *Rotifer tardigrada* Eay

(b) Protocor. Sandy reported on cultures made from samples of soil and stones from "Klass Bellen Bay" i.e. round Bruce City (S.P.I, No.6). The soil samples were:

1. Fine black loam from roots of "*Andromeda*" i.e. Cassiope; pH 7.2
   - 3 spp. of Flagellata, 3 Ciliata, 4 Rhizopods, mostly named, total 10.

2. Stony calcareous soil from roots of *Bryza*; practically no humus but much dry plant-mass; pH 8.0
   - 2 spp. of Flagellata, 4 Ciliata, 2 Rhizopods, total 8.

He also examined samples that included about 12 species of mosses, but without distinguishing the habitats, though these seem to have had a wide range. Because some soil adhered to the moss it was not surprising that many species were the same as in the soil samples. He identified 11 species.
Bruce City, July-August... [Fauna of drier habitats... Protozoa... of Flagellates, 8 Ciliates and 29 Rhizopods, total 48 species. In his paper, Landen described 7 new species of Flagellates, only three of which are included in the locality lists — for St. John's Bay. He mentions that 5 of these have also been found in soils from non-arctic regions. The three noted above were all given new genus and species names. (To one of these he allots the species name *tachynole*, which his footnote derives from Greek meaning "swiftly sailing little sausage"). The other four species will have been collected around Bruce City on or Prince Charles Foreland or both.]

[Diary. Jourdain's Diary for 15 July mentions the ship's arrival here: "Stobart and S.S.S. and Stobart's sledge-dogs there. One or two pink-foot [Anser brachyrhynchus] nesting. Flock of 12 Purple Sandpipers [Calidris (now Calidris) maritima)]. According to Seton Gordon these were feeding by a small stream near the huts, though in the nesting season. I made a few notes on this species, summarised below from my Diary:

July (between 19th and 31st, no exact date): "Purple sandpipers are common here and there at the edges of ponds."
3 August: "I saw, none else since last."
4 – 5 August: "One or two solitary birds. Young birds probably still fledging from nests."
7 August: "Flock of a dozen near moraine."
12 August: "2 young (flying) sandpipers and 1 walking quite near together. They are the only ones seen so far a long way round."
14 August: "Purple sandpipers absolutely disappeared. May have been seen by Signet in Nima Bay [across the fjord]."

Levenskold gives a comprehensive review of the seasonal flocking etc. of this species and says: "The flocks of Purple Sandpipers which begin to gather in the last half of August must not be mistaken for non-breeding birds, which can be found in flocks of over a hundred birds as early as June and July. Although the movement south probably begins in the second half of August, the birds have been seen along the shores throughout September and a few even as late as 23 October."

Presumably the flock seen by Jourdain and Gordon consisted of non-breeders.]

[We have a little information about the food of the Purple Sandpiper at Bruce City. This included remains of *Lepidura*, and *Hydroneoptera*. Levenskold]
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cites an extraordinary variety of foods recorded by different observers in Spitsbergen and adds: "The statement by Summerhayes and Edmonson that the Purple Sandpiper will eat almost anything it can find" (our paper p.257) is largely true.

I collected four species of ectoparasites, Mallophaga, from this species at Bruce City, details of which were published by Waterston (S.P.1, No.20):

1 y Menopon luteomaculosum Bury.
4 imm. Philopterus fusiformis Denny
45, 2 y Degeeriella nemoralis Mitzachs.
1 f, 2 y, 1 imm. D. acrophilus Kell. and Chap.

These species are regular inhabitants of Purple Sandpipers or of other waders as well.

[Our inclusion of reindeer in the list of species for dry habitats was based only on finding shed antlers. In the light of later knowledge of their habits, gained in northern Spitsbergen, I would not have thought Bruce City to be a very favourable place for regular grazing either in summer or winter. Latterly, reindeer have increased very rapidly under protection, and are reported to be over-grazing the lichen flora in some places. But scientific work on this problem is in progress.]

[Obbøa Valley (Ophedalen). This short wide valley lies on the E. side of Eatonia Bay, across the fjord from Bruce City. It is too small to be named on the standard 1:500,000 Norak Polarinhaltt map, but is marked on the Cambridge Expedition 1:125,000 map of Ny Friesland (publ. R.G.S. 1966), with the glacier at its head. Slater (S.P.1, No.32) has a detailed map of it by Mathieson (S.S.S.). In Payling-Hansen's 1955 Monograph on the raised beaches, there is a fine air photo by E.Lampe, taken in July 1936, which shows especially well the gentle lower valley slopes that get much steeper above. I did not visit Obbøa Valley myself, but several other Expedition members made observations and collections there. Jourdain and a party were there on 14 July and saw traces of ptarmigan but not birds. Gordon's book says (Ch.10): "The valley proved unexpectedly easy to traverse. It was composed of springy turf, which more correctly was not turf at all but masses of Dryas octopetala, some of it, bloom...The previous season (1920) Obbøa Valley had been the favourite resort of the Spitsbergen ptarmigan (Lagopus mutus hyperboreus). In the course of a single afternoon members of the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate had shot over 50 brace of
these birds. The result of this unfortunate battle is referred to by
Jourdain (S.P.1, No.10): "Though feathers & droppings were to be seen in
hundreds along the sides of the valley, & in one case the remains of a nest
with fragments of shells were discovered, we saw no sign of a living bird."
In fairness to the S.S.S. men, it should be mentioned that Løvrenskjold has
collected all the records of abundance of this species in Spitsbergen from
1827 - 1955, classifying the years for which data are available into
"numerous", "medium", "few" and "almost none" i.e. taking Spitsbergen as a
whole. The only years that fell into this category were 1860 and 1921.
He suggests that this species is subject to strong and unpredictable
movements both laterally and vertically on the mountains, so that absence
in one place can be misleading about the more general position in that
year. Thus 1923 - 29 all fell into the class "numerous", i.e. in general.]

[Spiders from B bake Valley. Someone in this party of 14 July brought back
2 5 spiders, named by Jackson as Eriogone caudrophila (see S.P.1, No.21).
This species also occurred at Bruce City. A more important find was made
by Smit, of a spider described by Jackson as a new species, Micaria
eltoni. It was taken at a later date, 9 August. Smit made several visits
across the fjord to see the work of the S.S.S. miners and to prospect him-
self. The full account of this spider and its known distribution is given
in Appendix 3.]

[This completes the main description of our ecological survey and those
activities of the Expedition that I know about personally. Apart from the
work I did on sub-fossils in the raised beach at Bruce City, described in
the next pages, there remains quite a lot of information that has not been
published, mainly about birds, in Jourdain's Diary; also information in the
sources I have listed at the beginning of these Notes. Jourdain published
a rather abbreviated account of the birds in S.P.1, No.10, and much more
remains in his Diary.]

* * *
Bruce City...August.

I examined a 0.10 ft. section of the raised beach in a stream gully southwards of Bruce City Huts. Segnit helped me to make a carefully stratified record and to collect the sub-fossil molluscs etc. We also collected from three neighbouring points, two of which belong to the same level roughly, as the main one; the other higher up on the beaches. The fauna was studied in Oxford by D.F.W. Redhead-Powell (who was subsequently to become an authority upon marine deposits of Quaternary age, and was well-versed in the taxonomy of molluscs). He and I published a joint paper (G.S.C. & D.F.W.R.-F., 1951). This paper also contains analysis of the Holocene materials collected by me in 1923; but these do not directly concern the present notes. For comparison of dimensions and structures of shells, R.-F. was able to use the limited collection of living molluscs preserved from dredging by Carr-Saunders and myself (see these Notes p.66). This contained 17 species, of course only a small sample of the fjord fauna.

Before giving the details of the section, I shall describe how the exact location was determined. In our paper (see copies of two relevant pages, pp. 44-45) it is given as "a section through the upper part of a 40 foot raised beach...exposed in a gully below a cliff near one of the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate borings, known as "Bore No.1", which is situated one quarter of a mile south-west of Bruce City...The top of the raised beach section is several feet below the cliff mentioned above". The distance, as I shall show, was under-estimated.

While working in the foothills of the Campbell Range, I made a rough "aerial" sketch-map in my field-notes, of the main beach levels and the stream courses below (those notes p. 139A). On it there are two pencil crosses. One shows the position of the Huts. The other, as I shall show, that of the section. This sketch-map, considering its subjective nature, agrees quite well with the plane-table survey of the same area, made by Harland's Cambridge Expedition in 1949 (copied in these Notes, p. 150B). The general lines of the stream systems of Shellbekken and Teltfjellbekken (the latter named by Peeling-Hanseen after the mountain above) are clear. The Cambridge map includes the narrow lower beach running from Bruce City without a break to Teltfjellbekken; it is similarly marked on P.-H.'s rough sketch-map in his 1905 monograph, and on the S.S.S. map described later. No stream gully reaches the sea between the Huts and
Sketch-map by C.S.H., from foothills of Campbell Range, showing rough agreement with Cambridge Expedition 1942 plane-table survey. It was drawn in my note-book in pencil before I had seen any map of the beaches and streams, or Walton's photo. The dashed lines are probably misleading waters in boggy area. Main raised beach contours are shown (but not the narrow lower beach). Centre X marks huts, left-hand one almost certainly the site of beach section i.e. on Teltfjellbakken. Asterisk's mark of large whale. I now assume that the distance between the two crosses was under-estimated.
in regions of permafrost. We were chagrined to find similar gear near abandoned drill sites; details were recorded for possible future use.

Fig. 2. Brucetyn

Survey

We mapped several square miles of the coastal lowland on a scale of 1:2,500 (Fig. 2). About 75 pegs (yellow tops with the letters A to Z, AA to AZ, and 28 to 36) were fixed, and about half of these were used as plane-table stations for a tachymetric survey of soil types. Heights were determined by altitudes and "Quicksort" level profiles. The network of pegs is
Fig. 34. The Brucebyen area (Cf. pl. 7) with the ridged beach plains and the raised features at Tullufjelletten; the lines A—A, B—B and C—C refer to profiles. (Cf. figs. 35, 38, 39).
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its southerly end. The Cambridge map makes the distance between the

crosses (i.e. the mouth of the stream and the Huts) c. 1250 yd.,

about 7½ of a mile, and more than twice the distance given in our paper.

This is in agreement with the large but smaller-scale map of Ny-Friesland

of the Cambridge Expeditions, in which the position of Teltjebekken

is indicated, though not named. Payling-Hansen’s sketch-map under-

estimates this distance (as c. 1035 yd.), though that from the Huts to

C.Napier agrees with the plane-table survey map. The ratio Huts-C.Napier/

Huts - Teltjebekken is 0.96 on the latter, in that of F.-H. 1.8. (My

"aerial" sketch has, of course, no scale). Lumcke’s air photo (see these

Notes p.140a) taken in 1956 is obviously a true picture of this bit of

coast, though the exact position both of the Huts and of the mouth of

the stream are not sharply defined. The ratio from this photo is 0.99.

I have concluded, therefore, that “one quarter of a mile” should read

“just under three-quarters of a mile”, with the additional point that

no stream crosses the lower beach a quarter of a mile from the Huts.

[In 1921 I saw none of the private maps and records of the S.S.S.,

though Segrat may have done so. In later years archives from that

Syndicate have been placed in the Scott Polar Research Institute. In

Cambridge, Dr J.H.Edlund very kindly arranged for his assistant

Dr Marie Vella to search them and she found the S.S.S. "Journal of Nos.

1, 2 and 3 "ores 1919" near Bruce City (S.P.R.I., MS 502/8). This states

that Ross No.I was at or near a gully about 1 mile S.W. of Bruce City.

Furthermore, she traced part of a sketch-map of Klaus Hellen Kyr surveyed

by John Matheson, assisted by G.W. Gowan and Fleming Campbell (S.P.R.I.,

MS 356/6), which I have copied (p.140b of these Notes). The map is said

to be on a scale of 2 inches to 1 statute mile and I find this makes the

distance between Teltjebekken and the Huts about three-quarters of a

mile. On the other hand, that between the Huts and C.Napier is obviously

fore-shortened, which is why I have termed this sketch map. The unbroken

line of the lower beach is clearly marked.

[One reason for this rather tedious analysis is that the final position

of the site brings it close to the lowest section studied by F.-H. , and

the series studied by him a bit further down the coast].
Coast-line in region of Bruce City, Klaus Bilen Bay.

1 = Cape Napier
2 = Cape Scott
3 = Bruce City (on inner beach offshore, above smaller snow fields).
4 = Mouth of Tarfjellbekken
5 = Campbell Range.
about abundance of specimens etc. I have omitted all reference to the statements about "climatic equivalents". In these Notes, p.66, I have already referred to our mistake in saying that T. triloba is...
Bruce City...August... (Raised Beach Section... ZOOG)

[In Føyning-Hanssen's monumental work on the raised beaches of Klaas Billen Bay [Billsfjorden] done in 1950, 30 years after our own very small piece of field-work, there are full references to the literature on the subject, but not much detail about what these earlier workers did. This applies to our own beach section, for which he only gives an amalgamated list of mollusc species for the lower three loci, and a note on the high one. Foraminifera and algae are not mentioned, apart from a vague allusion to Lithothamnion. He says that our site (which we located south-west of Bruce City) was incorrectly indicated: "probably a mistake of southeast". This is nonsense. The direction obviously lies between S.W. and S.S.W. Possibly he had confused this site with the higher one we also collected from. I believe this carefully stratified section was the first of its kind made in Klaas Billen Bay, even possibly in Spitsbergen; though there had been many previous finds of Holocene molluscs in raised beaches in various parts of the archipelago, and I have not searched the scattered literature myself. The amount of information and material collected by F.-H. is truly impressive, is analysed taxonomically in detail and also brought into broad regio with the Glacial and Post-Glacial sequences of other lands.]

[Pp. 342-5 give copies of two pages from our paper that describe the collection sites. We stated that the main bed of the stream at Bove No.1 was 30 ft. above sea-level. The section examined was in the upper 10 ft. or so of the 40 ft. beach. F.-H. carried out a dig on the bed of the same stream a little way above the site of our section, which will be noted later. His method, it may be remarked, was to take chunks of material at standard intervals vertically, rather than follow the detailed horizons in the way we did.]

[As B.-P. treated each species as separate items in the text, I have re-assembled the information in a more compact form for direct reference with the locality descriptions (pp.144-5)]. In these tables I have marked for each species whether we also collected it alive in the adjacent sea (these collections have no claim to completeness); whether it is now extinct in Spitsbergen waters; and extracted a few points from the paper, about abundance of specimens etc. I have omitted all reference to the statements about "climatic equivalents". In those Notes, p.66, I have already referred to our mistake in saying that Ectyopterygius spinulosus in
Hudsonian Strait. For maps showing the places mentioned in the present paper, the reader is referred to Summerhayes and Elton (1928, pp. 195 and 201).

Klondike River, Ice Fjord. Fossiliferous material from this area was found at four points:

(a) Bore No. 1 Section.
(b) The bed of a stream at (d), and apparently washed out of that section.
(c) "Perito Section."
(d) Upper Raised Beaches.

(b) Bore No. 1 Section.—A section through the upper part of a 40 feet raised beach was exposed in a valley below a moraine near one of the Scottish Svalbard Syndicate booms, known as "Bore No. 1", which is stratified one quarter of a mile south-west of Bruce City, and was studied in 1921 with the assistance of Mr. H. W. Seguin. The height of the bed of the stream at this point is 20 feet above sea level, as shown on the S.S.S. map made by Matheson in 1919. The top of the raised beach section is several feet below the main mentioned above. For sketch-maps showing the distribution of the raised beaches in the neighbourhood of Bruce City the reader is referred to a paper by Mr. Summerhayes and Mr. Elton (1928, p. 444). The beds found in Bore No. 1 Section were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shingle</td>
<td>3 to 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fine white sand, with some gastropod (species?) 100 foot sand</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fine sandy clay, uncalcareous</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dark black clay, with marine shells, including Nucula, but no algae</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>This clay, uncalcareous</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>This band with abundant plant remains, including <em>Dendrocladus</em></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Black sandy clay, uncalcareous, with resistant <em>Ediacaria</em></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>This clay, with large and small rounded pebbles and abundant marine shells and calcareous algae</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Base of section known.

A detailed description of the marine animals in this section will be found in Part IV of the present paper. The moment it is sufficient to indicate the conditions under which the fossiliferous beds were laid down. The climatic equivalent of the fauna described and fossils found in Bed 5 is, with exception, Finnmark or the Murman Coast, and they represent a depth of water of not more than 1 or 2 fathoms (2 to 1 m). Bed 3 includes *Dendrocladus* occurant (King) Lamour. This form, according to Mr. John Walton (1922) is still living in the fjord at a depth of 3 or 4 fathoms (18 to 24 m) in the Laminaria zone, and occurs also in other parts of Spitsbergen. No marine animal remains were found at this horizon. *Mytilus edulis* and *Lithodes labora*, both of which were found in
Raised Beach Fossils from Spitsbergen.

Bed 5, no longer live in Spitsbergen. In Bed 1 the calcareous alga Lathstromion placode Kjell has been identified by Dr. Garwood. This still lives in the fjord, and was dredged by us from a depth of 5 or 6 fathoms (10 to 12 m.). The marine fauna from this bed also included serpulids on a stone and young Mytilus edulis. The higher part of the section appears to represent deposition in shallower, the lower part in deeper, water, and the evidence of the molluscs of the various beds strongly supports that supplied by the plants with regard to the depth of deposition. The presence of Mytilus shows that Bed 1 is warm as well as Bed 5. Bones of a large whale were found lying on top of the raised beach material.

(b) "Streams Section."—In the bed of the stream at this same locality, and apparently washed out of Bore No. 1 Section, were found marine shells including Mytilus edulis and Littorina radiata, both of which forms are now extinct in Kluane Ilulissat. Again, the climatic equivalent of the association as a whole is Northern Norway.

(c) "Pecten Section."—A very short distance away to the south there is another section, actually in one of the small tributary valleys on the left bank of the stream, and it is referred to as the "Pecten Section" owing to the local abundance of Odontodes islandicus. The fauna is not unlike that of Bore No. 1 Section, but no distinctly warm shells are present, and if the two correspond, the Pecten Section agrees most closely with the lowest bed only of Bore No. 1 Section.

(d) Upper Raised Beaches.—In this vicinity shells were also found at an estimated height of between 100 and 150 feet (30 to 45 m.). Among the shells from this level, Cyprinus islandicus, Mytilus edulis, Littorina littorea, and a particular form of Eulimene montagui unite in demonstrating that they lived at a time when the climate was more genial than at present, and it is interesting to compare this high-level warm fauna with that found at the head of Wahlenberg Bay, as described by K. R. Sandford (1929, p. 547).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foraminifera</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Millilus aequalis</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyphora arctica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thalassodes</em> sp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Astarte borealis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ <em>T. montagu</em> Dillwyn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Chlaera islandica</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Granella decussata</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Macoma calcaria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Nya arecana L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Nya truncata L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Eutela</em> sp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serripes cf. greenlandicus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ S. arctica L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyasira ferroidea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Gastropoda            |               |               |               |               |               |
| *Littorina littorea* L.|               |               |               |               |               |
| + Nargarites greenlandicus |           |               |               |               |               |
| Puncturella weiseana   |               |               |               |               |               |

| Algae                 |               |               |               |               |               |
| + Desmarestia aequalis |               |               |               |               |               |
| + Lithothamnion glaciale |           |               |               |               |               |

| Mollusca, Pelecypoda   |               |               |               |               |               |
| + Astarte borealis     |               |               |               |               |               |
| + Nya arecana L.       |               |               |               |               |               |
| + Nya truncata L.      |               |               |               |               |               |
| + Eutela sp.           |               |               |               |               |               |

| *Littorina sestatica* (Olivi) | 1 |
| + Nargarites greenlandicus | 4 |
| + Trophon sp.             | 1 |
"Festen Section" [i.e. -Chlawa]

Mollusca, Pelecypoda

+ Astarte borealis 1 valve
+ Chlamys islandica oh., but small size
+ Macoma calcarea
+ Nya truncata
+ Saxicava arctica

Gastropoda
+ Margarites groenlandicus 1 + a fragment

---------------------------------------------
Upper Raised Beaches

Mollusca, Pelecypoda

+ Astarte borealis Several valves
+ A. montagu Valves
+ Cypria islandica L. Fragments including hinge-plates
+ Macoma calcarea
+ Nya truncata
+ Mytilus edulis 1 valve
+ Saxicava arctica

Gastropoda
+ Littorina littorea Rather small

---------------------------------------------

Notes on these Tables:
(1) Species authorities are mentioned the first time, but not thereafter.
(2) Except in one instance these are the same in our paper and in Fyfe-Langham's (1935). For Chlamys islandica the latter uses (Miller). The only other differences are in form, as regards the use or not of brackets round species authorities. I have here followed Fyfe-Powell, for simplicity, though some priorities have evidently changed.
(3) B.-P. was not sure about the young A. montagu, &c., &c.
(4) There was a mix-up in our paper about Trophon (or Morestropodon) and although P.-H. opted for Morestropodon for the one specimen I found in the Stream Section, it is not possible to be sure it was not Trophon sp.

I have therefore put Trophon sp.
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extinct in Spitsbergen. A few small omments and corrections are needed on Bore No.1 Section. It was incorrectly said in our paper that no animal remains were found in Bed 3; at least, R.-P. gives in the later young and dwarfed Antarct. borealis (pp. 290, 296). No macroscopic fossils were found in Beds 2, 4, 6 and 8; and in 7 only one small mollusc the specimen of which was lost. Attention centres, therefore, on Beds 1 and 5. (Besides those marked in the tables, nine other species of Mollusca are mentioned in our paper, dredged alive from the sea here.) Site "Stream Section" is clearly material washed out from Bore No.1 or above it, though it adds Littorina saxatilis and Terebratula sp. to the fauna. All such collecting is subject to strong sampling difficulty. Site "Pecten Section" is not particularly different, except for the numbers of Chicoreus.

"Climatic Equivalents". It was R.-P.'s conclusion that "The climatic equivalent of the foraminifers and molluscs found in Bed 5 is without exception, Finnmark or the Russian Coast, and they represent a depth of water of not more than 1 or 2 fathoms (2 to 4 m.)." But here we have to make a sharp distinction between two quite different kinds of evidence for climatic fluctuations:

(a) The absence from Spitsbergen waters of a few, but none of them important species such as Mytilus edulis and Littorina littorea, at the present day. These afford undeniable evidence, as do (I believe) some Foraminifers, of a period of climatic amelioration between the main Glacial Period and the present. This evidence has been collected, mostly in a desultory way, by many expeditions to Spitsbergen, and there are many references in older literature to a "Warm Period" or a "Mytilus Period", etc. Such amelioration could have two aspects: a raising of sea and air temperatures, and a lessening of the amount of sea-ice. Even in this century there have been many fluctuations in the ice-conditions and the summer climate, from year to year. F.-R. lists 9 species absent from the marine fauna of the West Coast of Spitsbergen, but present in Holocene deposits there. He found 8 of these species in the various deposits he examined between the Nordenskiöld Glacier and Cape Scott; and he got the ninth in Petunia Bay.
(b) The supposed evidence obtainable from shell measurements in certain species of bivalve molluscs, enabling them to be classified into "cold" and "warm". This method was originally invented by A.H. Jansen, and used for Greenland material collected in 1959. The figure for index was the ratio of the height of the shell as a percentage of the length. Baden-Powell was deeply interested in this method, which he partly employed in the analysis of our material. But it has to be said that the number of specimens available were usually small, though he does give the details for those measurements. Per contra, Payling-Hansen prints dot-graphs large numbers of for the critical species but gives no detailed measurements. In a foot-note to p.18 in another 1955 paper [Skrifter No.109] he expresses his disbelief in the validity of this method as a measure of climate, referring to Baden-Powell's work. I am quite unable to make any useful judgement on this question, in which I am not an expert, except to agree that P.-H.'s graphs display a much higher degree of variance in individuals than perhaps B.-P. could have realised. The species mainly concerned are Antarctia, Saxicava and Nautes. As P.-H. does not even include Nautes arenaria in his taxonomic list, one must assume that B.-P., who himself had doubts, was incorrect in including this species in our own list for Bore No.1.

In the Conclusions of our paper it was correctly said: "It has already been stated at the beginning of this paper that it is our opinion that our knowledge of the Quaternary deposits of Spitzbergen is at present too fragmentary to allow any correlation over wider areas. One fact is clear, however, that at some time past a more genial climate has affected these parts of the world. This fact has been recorded by many past investigators, and receives strong confirmation in this present work. Whether this amelioration of climate occurred at more than one period, or whether it can be correlated with climatic optima elsewhere, it is not safe to say until further work has been done." In the light of these remarks, the successful correlations accomplished by Payling-Hansen are particularly satisfactory.

Some 200 yds. above Bore No.1, he excavated a section through Lithothamnion silt in the bed of the Stream, surface 7 m. above sea-level, down 120 cm., analysed into 4 layers. Exact correlations by heights alone are not valid on these beaches, because of some tilting, also ridges and hollows. It may correspond to our Bed 1. He does not give a list of Molluscs, though most of the species that are mentioned are the same as in our section. But he found two interesting additions to the Known
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[Raised Beach Section...]

Mollusc fauna of the Spitsbergen Holocene, also known as Foraminifera, and found near-riparian remnants and near-estuaries.

[Coming now to the highest-level collection ("Upper Raised Beaches", which I estimated to be between 500 and 700 ft. (150 - 210 m.), the Table has a list of 6 species of Mollusca, of which three (Cymatis islandica, Mytilus edulis, and Littorina littorea) belong to the extinct part of the "warm fauna". These three species were found by P.-H. in much lower levels, only a few feet above sea-level, and in intermediate deposits at various places between the Glacier and Cape Scott. That is to say, the vertical spread of warm fauna evidence is quite great. What this means in terms of time will be discussed briefly later. But my own interest in this is not only in what it could mean in climatic and marine faunal terms, but because this height-gain covers the whole range of relict lagoons on the system. P.-H., in a note on our higher-level collection, says of the fauna: "The present author found it at 32.7 m. at Putifjellist, and up to 30.1 m. at Gerritelsva [near the Glacier]. The height of the finds recorded by Elton and Hades-Powell (i.e.) does not necessarily exclude these figures." An impossibly cautious comment!

[Two additional points can be made, about Mytilus and Littorina. I now find it strange that none of us seems to have raised the ecological point that these two species live on rocky shores and could not occur naturally in shallow or mud. The specimens in these deposits are therefore derived from intertidal rocks and were not living in situ, as e.g. Cymatis could have been. But since many specimens e.g. of Mytilus appear very fresh (that is, have probably been frozen for long periods since deposition), they are doubt formed from adjacent rocks, many of which are now covered by beach. It may be that this point does not much matter on the time-scale of hundreds or thousands of years, yet it is worth bearing in mind that the associated groups of sub-fossils are not entirely to be regarded as communities. If the shells had knocked about in the sea for long periods they would have been damaged, so the evidence for their being contemporaneous with the benthic ones is quite good. The other point is made by P.-H. in a note on p.152, where he records two instances known of live Mytilus being drifted to N.W. Spitsbergen. These were in 1601 and c.1926, the specimens being attached to sea-weeds. P.-H. himself "found numerous valves of Mytilus, of a remarkably fresh appearance, on the beach of Vente Sandfjorden at the innermost part of Breibogen on the north coast". But the last observation could be of...
doubtful value, when one considers e.g. the section of sea-bottom long-frozen that I found exposed on the shores of Vigde Bay in 1923. Here a population of *Nucula truncata* was in situ in the silt, with their siphons still in position, and all quite fresh. They must have been in "cold storage" for a long time. So far, there is no evidence that *Nucula* immigrants have established themselves anywhere in the islands. Very many objects have drifted from the lower latitudes (even the West Indies) up to Spitzbergen, as is well-known.

[It would be pointless for me to try and recapitulate the broad sweep of conclusions by Feyling-Hanssen, about the periods of Holocene faunal sequence in Spitzbergen, and their correlation with those e.g. in Europe. But there is now some solid evidence from carbon-14 dating, of the actual ages of raised beaches, that I shall briefly refer to. Feyling-Hanssen estimated the sequence of "Periods" in Hillofjorden as follows. (It is always difficult to describe an equinoctially the resultant of isostatic changes brought about by the land itself rising or falling; and eustatic ones caused by rise in sea-level brought about by de-glaciation of the land. By changes in sea-level is here meant —— the resultant of the two processes). The upper limit of marine deposits in this fjord were at 50 m., characterised as being the Post-glacial Cold Period, and going down to c. 61 m. Conditions are considered to have been severe, and few fossils exist; they include only *Nucula corticata* and *Nucula truncata*. The zone from c. 60 m. to c. 38-40 m. is placed in the Post-Glacial Temperate Period, has very abundant *Nucula truncata* and a very few *Nucula edulis* and some other species. The Post-Glacial Warm Period runs from c. 38-40 m. down to s. 3 m. above the sea, and has large numbers of *Anartia boroida*, hence its term "Anartia Torreens". Our collecting sites fall into this zone. The raised beach below 3 m. has none of the warm period species, except for a few specimens almost certainly washed down from above. Prof. Salay of this zone: "This period, during which a severe deterioration of the climate took place, has been termed the Sub-Recent Period. It involved a sudden change in the composition of the fauna, and extends into Recent times."}
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Time-scale. Feyling-Hanssen and Olsson (1959-60) give a most interesting analysis of samples from the former's raised beach material. 5 samples of mollusca were analysed by C-14 measurements made by the latter at Uppsalas: 3 from the Post-Glacial Temperate zone (Baltifjellboken, 56 m; and two further down the Fjord at 91 m. and 42 m.); and 2 from the Post-Glacial Warm Period, (also down the Fjord, at 17 m. and 5.8 m.). After adjustment for the "age" of modern ocean water (400 + 60 years) the general results were:

(a) Outer limits 9310 ± 200 and 10460 ± 330 years
(b) Ditto 3910 ± 90 and 7595 ± 110 years

This only provided five points, and the authors are careful to make reservations: "A definite curve of the shoreline displacement, correct in detail, cannot be constructed on the basis of only five values. However, these five dates provide an important fact about the curve, viz. that it consists of a steeply and a gently dipping part"—illustrated by the "hyperbolic" type of curve involved. Measurements made by Olsson on materials (shells, pebble drift, drift-wood and whale-bones) from the Murchisonfjorden and Lady Franklinfjorden regions of North-East Land, show just the same shape of curve, and the slowing down of change in level in the last few thousand years. They had more abundant material also (Blake, 1961; Olsson and Blake 1961-62). There was very careful appraisal of factors such as accidental dispersal etc.

[It can be pretty safely said that the formation of the raised beach system at Bruce City has been very slow, and probably took thousands of years to reach 40 feet level. This has two important implications for my own work described in these Notes:

(1) The relict lagoons are mostly very old, and the possibilities of chance dispersal of animals to and from them correspondingly much greater than one might suppose. The obvious possibility is that during all these years one or more might have dried up completely, and been recolonised. From the point of view of relict occurrence, Nucrasoma retorti is the critical species. But as it happens, I have some collateral evidence that its eggs might be capable of withstanding drying-up. In 1923 I made a study of a British species, N. incisulata, normally an inhabitant of weak brackish water, but occasionally found inland in fresh-water bodies. Yield

* of the evidence about Richard Lagoon, these

Notes p8-9.
Fig. 1. The stratigraphy of the Holocene Lake Plästersee, left (p. 124—125, 129), age and height of the samples (rings), right (p. 127).

(From Keyling-Hansen & Stensen (1959-60, p. 127). The side line of figures is not very clear in the original. They are: 10 800, 10 300, 9 400, 8 500, 5 000, 2 400).
Fig. 9. Preliminary land uplift diagram for the Marchwoodjorden — Lady Franklinjorden area, Nordaustlandet.

(From Olson & Blake, 1981-82, p. 14)
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 evidences about its ecology in the Oxford City waterworks system proved conclusively that its eggs could withstand being dried up (Elton, 1929).

 (2) The occurrence in warmer spots in Spitsbergen of some local species of invertebrates is discussed in Appendix 3, with the suggestion that they may have had a wider distribution in the long periods of better climate.
-152-

Bruce City, mid-August.

[Remains of sub-fossil whale. I spent my last "night" here without sleep, working in the sunlight on the 40-foot beach top, studying and measuring the remains of a whale. The approximate location is marked with asterisks on my "aerial" sketch-map (these Notes p.194). Comparison with the Cambridge survey map (p.193) suggests that the whale remains lay very near the 40 ft. contour and between the two main forks of the Teitfjellbeckaen. There is a definite line marking the stranding and below this a scatter of bits in a broad zone (see my sketch-map over-leaf, p.157). There were about 60 bits altogether visible. The whale (if there was only one, as seems probable) was large, but I made no record of the length of ground covered. The whale seems to have got stranded or drifted on the inner shore of what was then a large bay with shallow water (it could hardly have got in by the type of entrance characteristic of the Spitsbergen lagoons). My notebook has the original diagrams I drew of each bit, on which the main dimensions were given to the nearest half-inch. After my return, I transferred these onto squared paper, which happens to be metric. But each larger unit of 1 cm = 5 inches, each small one = 0,5 inches. A few large pieces are not drawn to this scale but the actual measurements given, and these are indicated. Some bits were lying on the surface, some partly embedded and were dug out with an ice-axe, a few were solidly held by ground-ice below with only part visible. The details are on pp. 154-55. I include them in these Notes because, although I brought home several bits to the British Museum, noone was able to put a name to them. Perhaps with the full data some one could determine the genus or species. The age of this beach level can, in the light of the C-14 dating of molluscs in Billefjorden by Payling-Hansen and Olason (see these Notes p.145) be very approximately dated (with perhaps an error of ± 1000 years) as about 6000 years ago, or something of that order. Indeed, the whale may have died before Great Britain became separated from the Continent of Europe some 5000 years ago. The former sea-floor level of this bay, perhaps later a lagoon, is the highest point of my pond series (Fonds 9 - 11). Sub-fossil whale remains have been found in many parts of the Spitsbergen archipelago, a good many at higher levels than this one.]
1. Bone preserved.

2. Large fragment of a centrum.


4. Large fragment embedded in matrix.

5. Small broken centrum.


7. Small centrum.

8. Small vertebra.

9. Large vertebra (plate 10).

10. Centrum 5 1/2" x 4 1/2".

11. Worn vertebra 4" x 2 1/2".

12. Worn vertebra 4" x 2 1/2".


14. Old worn centrum (medium sized).

15. Small worn centrum.

16. Much worn centrum.

17. Piece 2 1/2" x 3 1/2".

18. Small centrum.
Return from Spitzbergen. [On August 15 or 16 I left Bruce City, accompanied by Walton, on the S.S.S. ship "Autumn", Captain Johansen. We had a strong wind behind us and the sea down the Fjord was quite lively. In a few hours we reached Advent Bay. As Walton had a sprained wrist, it fell to me to carry some 30 heavy cases of specimens and equipment across to the large coal steamer in which we returned to Norway. We slept in wooden bunks rigged up for transporting miners, in a dark, grubby hold. In 3 days we reached Harstad, and thence returned home via Bergen.]
CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. In assessing the results of our 1921 ecological reconnaissance, the reader should bear in mind two things:

   (1) Summerhayes and I had no previous experience of the arctic — indeed no scientist on the Expedition had any. But our extensive notes and collections have mostly been preserved.

   (2) We had no say at all in the choice of localities visited by the Expedition. Therefore we had to use whatever opportunities occurred, as best we could. But it so happened that we were able to study samples from all the life-zones subsequently defined by me as a result of 1921 and of further work in 1923 and 1924. Bear Island fell in the "Barren Zone"; Prince Charles Foreland in the "Trym Zone"; Green Harbour in the "Casiope Zone"; and the rest more or less in the "Inner Fjord Zone". The distinction between the latter zones is, however, not very sharp, and (as indicated on p. 128 of these Notes) the richness climatically is much modified where edaphic conditions are unfavourable.

   Although this broad system of life-zones has been accepted by a good many later workers in Svalbard, there are no doubt modifications that could be made in details.

2. So far as practicable, I have reviewed the Expedition's results in the light of scientific work done since 1921. The literature, not to speak of unpublished records and diaries, and specimens in museums not reported on, is so scattered that completeness was impossible, though I have read very widely. Løvseskifte's remarkable compendium of information about birds is an exception to this situation.

3. I have been able to add some conclusions to our original work, with the benefit of more information, and of hind-sight. Among these I would mention:

   (a) The evident stability of Richard Lagoon and the shallows of Foreland Sound during the last several hundred years.

   (b) Evidence, amounting to proof, that the enormous flocking of gulls and fulmar petrels and seals to the face of the Kongsfjord Glaciers, observed by the 1933 Oxford Expedition, was a temporary phenomenon caused by the shape of the glacier front and corresponding upwelling phenomena that were different before and probably later as well.

   (c) Previously unpublished experiments by myself on tolerance to freezing and salinity, at Bruce City, support the other conclusions we made about invertebrates in the lagoon system there.

   (d) The spider, Nicros eitonii, found in Ebba Valley, proved to have a very restricted and rather remarkable distribution (see Appendix 3).
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3. (e) I make a much fuller compilation of our work on the lagoon system of the Bruce City raised beaches, with the earlier important studies of Olofsson, also with some further British botanical work in the 1930s. The whole system must be one of the most comprehensively studied brackish-to-fresh-water ones, for plants and animals, in Spitsbergen.

(f) The results from the raised beach section south of Bruce City are analysed afresh, and the exact position (given incorrectly in detail in the paper by myself and Baden-Powell) is defined. It coincided with one of the sites later studied by Feyling-Hanssen in his extensive survey of raised beaches in Klass Bålen Bay. Also his sampling (with analyses by Olsom) by the Carbon-14 method, which indicated approximate ages for five points in the beach system along here, showed that the lagoons I studied were up to thousands of years old. This timing has relevance to the occurrence of brackish-water Crustacea there.

(g) I have given full data about a sub-fossil whale on the c. 40 ft. raised beach here, not previously published.

5. The notes include a number of Expedition photos that have not previously been made available.

6. Finally, the reader should be reminded that, although this is the only general account of the Expedition, it by no means gives all the detailed information that was collected. In particular, Jourdain’s summary of the records about bird-life omits quite a lot of observations that are given in his unpublished Diary, covering the period of the First Party. This fact applies especially to the period during which the First Party was in northern Spitsbergen while we camped on Prince Charles Fjord; and also during the time various parties were moving inside Ice Fjord later on. I possess a good many photo prints that refer to these two periods i.e. of places that I did not personally visit.
Appendix I. List of species recorded on Bear Island
by C.S.L. in 1924

LAND INVERTEBRATES

Bertram and Lack (1936) give a complete list of animals known from here at that time i.e. up to their 1932 Expedition. They indicate the species not found by them, and for Acarina, rely mainly on the records published by Thor. They obtained again most of the species that I had found, some that they did not find are marked 0 in the list below. No doubt there have been a good many Latin name changes since.

I have not attempted to include the Diptera (Chironomidae) collected by the Tromsø Museum Expedition of 1937, of which the Orthocladiinae have been described by Oliver (1942). He added a few species new to the Island, and mentions some already known. I have included as "land" Diptera a number of species that are known to have aquatic early stages, since they form a very important element of the land communities in their adult stage, e.g. as food for spiders.

My list totals 31 species, 5 being described as new, plus 6 others as new records for the Island. But there have doubtless been taxonomic changes since that time.

The marine animals I collected are mentioned on pp. 28-30 of these notes.

Acarina:

*Caelia groenlandica Trag.
Cyta breviostris L.Koch
Enagidia gelida Thor.
Eypsoapis ovalis L.Koch
Soutovertex lineatus Thor.
Spheroestes notatus Thor.

Araneae:

Coryphæus holmgrenii Thor.

Collemboles:

Anchorutes viaticus Tullberg
Xemyla unicolor
Ochynclus arnæus var. arcticus (Tullb.)
Isactoma viridiß Bourlet

0 I. multisetis Carpenter & Phillips [new sp.]

Bertram and Lack's names
[not studied]
[See Note]
[C. latirostris Hermann]
[Ameinophilus 1.]
[Marcia n.]

Notes.
Trichoptera:
Apatania arctica Bohem. [Early stages aquatic]

Orthocladiinae, Nematini:
Ameconematopus villosus Thomas. [Ameconematopus alberich, Benson (See Note 2)]
Pristiphora frigida Bohem.

*Fontania birulae Klow

Diptera:
*Scara praecox Mg.

Exochia frigida (Holmgr.)
Leptogaster Tournachon Zett. [S. cominilis Holmgr. (See Note 3)]
Camptocladius longicocta [new sp.]
C. eltoni Edwards [new sp.]
C. gnomus Edwards [new sp.]
Orthocladius Tonnovia (Holmgr.)
Metriocnemus urusius Holmgr.
0 Diamesa ursus Kieff.
D. hyperborea Holmgr.
D. septima Edwards [new sp.]
0 Trichocera lutea Becher
0 Leria septentrionalis Collin

S. festivus Holmgr. (See Note 5)

Note: *Bellea* spp. There are some difficulties about the records and the
taxonomy of some of the species. But since Hull, who named my collections,
did not preserve the specimens, I shall not attempt any verification in
terms of modern taxonomy. Thor's taxonomic conclusions leave a rather con-
fused impression, though he added much to our knowledge of Svalbard mites
by the use of heat extraction. Hull defined 4 species of *Bellea* in my 1921,
1923 & 1924 collections:

Bellea littoralis L.
B. groenlandica Trag.
B. decipiens Thor.
B. pallipes L.Koch

Of these I collected only *groenlandica* from Bear Island, on fjælledmark and
and some hummocks, away from the maritime zone. According to Thor (1930)
this species = *Molgus capillatus* Kramer, listed by Bertram and Lack but not
collected by them. Thor did not record it from Bear Island. Thor (1931) in
Das Tierreich treated it as a variety of *B. longicornis* (L), giving the body
length (minus rostrum) of the latter as < 1 mm.; whereas *B. littoralis* is
given as 1.5 - 3.5 mm. The latter is almost confined to maritime zones, often
being seen running in large numbers openly. Bertram and Lack include it in
their Bear Island list, and it may have been on the sea-cliff zone that
yielded a rich fauna, that included a strictly maritime Staphylinid beetle.
Note 1 ... A field description of *B. groenlandica* will be found on p.32 of these Notes. My collecting on the 1923 and 1924 expeditions showed that the other two species of *B. delica, decipiens* and *pellipes*, were also small non-marine forms.

Note 2. Benson (1934) decided that *Pontania birulae* had been mis-identified and described the Bear Island species as *Amastromatium alberich* n.sp., though there was still some doubt as to whether it remained in the genus *Pontania* or not. Six localities on the Island are given, including Ella Lake.

Note 3. Edwards (1935) stated that his identifications of *S. praecoax* from "Bear Island and Spitsbergen in 1924 and 1925" [actually a slip for 1923 and 1924] were probably wrong, and he now equated these specimens, as well as Bertram and Lack's, with *S. consimilia*.

Note 4. Edwards (1924) in his report on the 1923 Oxford collections says that he had then been able to examine in Sweden the original collections described by Boheman and Holmgren, and gives a revised list of some changes. This species is there equated with *Tanytarsus praelentus* (Holmg.). But much are the Byzantine (and for the ecologist, heart-breaking!) ways of the taxonomy of Chironomid flies, that, after further changes, I find this species in Sweden named as *Lauterborni corenina* by Brundin (1949)!

Note 5. Orthocladius *conformis* — similar remarks apply. Edwards (1924) there refers to it as *O. festiva*, saying that the earlier name had been incorrect, though the "real* conformis is there recorded from my collecting in Hinlopen Strait.

Note 6. *Trichocera* is a difficult genus. Dahl (1957) re-examined much material, including my Bear Island specimens preserved in Oxford, and concluded that the name here is correct.

**FRESH-WATER INSECTA:**

I collected the following species in tarns and lakes:

- *Notifera platyi* Zehlb. [*strigla* Zehlb.]
- *Oligochaeta, Naididae:*
  - *Naia bouliana* Rejdl. [See these Notes, p.19]
Tardigrada:  
  Macrobiotes macronyx Duj.

Crustacea:  
  Phyllopoda: Lepidurus arcticus Pallas  
  Copepoda: Cyclops sigus Claus  
  C. strenuus Fischer  
  Cladocera: Daphnia longispina Müller  
  Chydrorus sphæricus Müller

Anarina, Hydracarina:  
  *Sporohon lineatus Thor  
  [See these Notes, p. 25]

Diptera:  
  Chironomid larvae  
  [See under LAND]

Trichoptera:  
  Apatenia arctica Bohem.  
  [Larvae; adults under LAND; see these Notes, p. 25]

Total, 10 named species.

BIRDS & their PARASITES

In these Notes I have not given the Latin names of the birds. These follow Jourdain's list in S.P.I. No. 10, which also contains some information about earlier records. For a very full account in later years, in which Bear Island records are included, see Levenskiold (1964). There have been a few changes in Latin names. I have here mainly omitted subspecific names, also one or two insignificant records in Jourdain's list, not seen by me.

  Snow bunting  
  Pink-footed goose  
  Long-tailed (= Ice-) duck  
  Common (= Black) Scooter  
  Northern Eider  
  Fulmar petrel  
  Red-throated diver  
  Golden plover [new record]  
  Purple sandpiper  
  Great black-backed gull  
  Glaucous gull  
  Kittiwake  
  Arctic skua  
  Common guillemot  
  Brünnich's guillemot  
  *Mandt's guillemot  
  Little auk  
  *Norwegian puffin  
  *[Spitbergen ptarmigan]

  Electrophenax nivalis (L.)  
  Anser brachyrhynchus Saill.  
  Harelda glacialis  
  Gedaenia nigra (L.)  
  Somateria mollissima (Brehm)  
  Fulmarus glacialis (L.)  
  Colymbus stellatus Pontopp.  
  Charadrius apricarius L.  
  Erolia maritima (Broun.)  
  Larus marinus L. [breeding, new record]  
  Hyperboreus Gmel.  
  Rissa tridactyla (L.)  
  Stercorarius parasiticus (L.)  
  Uria trolle (L.)  
  U. icevag (L.)  
  Uria grylle sundt Mandt  
  Plautus alle (L.)  
  Fratercula arctica arctica L.  
  Lagopus mutus hyperboreus: see these Notes, p. 25]
The following bird-lace (Mallophaga) were obtained from birds (see Waterston, S.P.L., No. 18):
From purple sandpiper (coll. by T.G.L.):
2\* Philopterus fusiformis Deomy
15 Degersenella zonaria Mitsch.
1\* D. acrophilus Kell. & Chap.
Waterston noted that the first occurs regularly on this bird, and that the last is a common parasite of small waders.
From fulmar petrel (coll. by J.B. Brown):
3\* Ethiopterus nigrolineatus Gieh.
"An abundant parasite on fulmars both in the Pacific and in the Atlantic."

Analysis of faunal lists for Bear Island
I collected 31 species of land invertebrates and 11 taxa of fresh-water invertebrates, a total of 42. Of fish, the Arctic char was reported to us but not seen. The total known taxa of land arthropods in Bertram and Lack's list is 98, of which they collected c. 70 (if one adds two mites not in Thor's list, named only to genus). This is c. 72%. Comparing my reconnaissance with their fuller survey, I got 30% of the land arthropods in the full list, and c. 43% of their 70 species. The following points are relevant in this comparison:

(a) The extra species of smaller mites added by Thor by the use of improved extraction (b) their 1932 survey covered 52 days (and the whole island), mine only 5 - 6 "collecting days", confined to the south-central parts. But whereas we had only 2 - 3 days of really poor weather, they experienced only 5 sunny days (see these Notes, p. 338). (c) They visited several important habitats hardly touched by me, especially the maritime zone; and examined far more fresh-water bodies than any previous expedition. Their survey was a fine effort.

Considering all these circumstances, I am inclined to believe that the relative success of my collecting over such a short period can be attributed to (a) relatively good luck with the weather (b) the fact that we did not encounter a late season (c) and most of all the tendency for the fauna, though relatively few in species, and also often scarce in numbers, to be widely scattered.
Analysis...

My fresh-water collecting was not complete enough (and some material was accidentally lost) to give a useful comparable picture. If one omits unknown (but undoubtedly diverse) fly larvae, the total number of invertebrates recorded is quite small, consisting chiefly of Crustacea.

Both for land and fresh water, Bertram and Lack's survey proved that many species (e.g. the water-mite, *Sperchon lineatus*) that I collected proved to have wide distribution in the island.
Appendix 2. List of invertebrate species recorded in Spitsbergen
by C.S.B. in 1921.
with a note on Birds & their parasites.
These lists are on the same lines as Appendix 1. I have excluded
the following, which can be tracked down in the Index to Main Animal
Groups:

- All marine and brackish-water species & others
- Rotifers (whose species authorities are given in the text)
- Seal-parasites (for which see pp. 91-2)

Taxonomic details for most of the species listed can be found in
the papers by specialists listed in P.1; and great detail for Crustacea
in Oldfors (1916).

Species, other than those described as new, that were additions to
the known fauna of Spitsbergen, are marked *.

I have omitted records that give no specific name e.g. Solana sp.,
unless the genus is mentioned without any named species. Thus the
lists slightly underestimate the probable true total. But in any case the
total numbers must be regarded as approximate, because no doubt there
have been taxonomic changes of opinion with which I have been unable
to deal.

The order of species in the lists follows that of the specialist
reports, otherwise is alphabetical within families.

TOMOECERIAL, WATER-MARGINAL & NO SPECIES

Clitomeraeta, Eunychtraidae:
- Heliana helicophaeus Stephenson [new sp.]
- H. brucei Stephenson [new sp.]
- Luminus aequalites Stephenson [new sp.]
- Luminus goepperti Stephenson [new sp.]
- L. goepperti aequalites, see p.56]

Eunychtraidae aequalites Nemalo
- E. crymala Nemalo [new sp.]
- Nemachoeta nemalo

Aquatic:
- Borella littoralis L.
- B. groenlandica Thun.
- S. decipiens Thor.
- B. kallipes L.Koch
- E. goepperti L.Koch
- S. limitus L.
- P. reticulata L.Koch
- C. bipilis L.
- H. reticulata L.Koch.
Araena:
- Leptophantes aubrius Thor.
- Bilabra glacialis Thor.
- Typhochrestus spetasbergensis Thor.
- Erigon epychrophila Thor.
  [But L. tirolianum L. f. — see these Notes p. 61.]
- Micaria altonii Jackson [new species; but see Appendix 3]

Cololmbola:
- Achorutes viaticus Tullberg
- Xantula hunicola Tullberg
- Orychium arcticum (Tullb.) van arcticus Tullb.
- Polasoma sexoculata (Tullb.)
- F. quadriculata (Tullb.)
- Archisotoma besei L. (Packard)
- Aperna bidesticulata (Tullb.)
- Isotoma viridis Bourlet
- Smiuthurides nalgreni (Tullb.)

Hymenoptera, Tenthredinidae (sawflies):
- Pristiphora frigida Bohem.
- Brachionidae:
  - Ichneutes hypomorbus Holm.
  - Ecomimidae:
    - Atranodes biolopar var. arcticus Holm.
    - Sternacrus pedestris Holm.

Diptera, Nematocea:
- Solara tridentata Ratz.
- S. paoladecis Holm.
- S. pyracoxy Mg. [But may = consimilia Holm., see Edwards (1935)]
- Euxocia frigida (Bohem.)
- Chironomus triarius Mg.
- C. lugubris Zett.
- curvinervis var. solaris (Kieffer) [Revised, Edwards, 1924, to C. extremus Holm.]
  - C. extremus (Holm.); but see these Notes, p. 36
- C. pumilio (Holm.)
- Pectrocladius borealis Kieff. & P. limbatellus (Holm.)
- Orthocladius consobrinus (Holm.)
- O. decoratus (Holm.) [Revised, Edwards, 1924 to C. extremus Kieff.]
- C. festivus (Holm.) [Revised, Edwards, 1924, to O. decoratus (Holm.)]
- Crictotopus glacialis Edwards [new sp.]
- C. bassalis (Eppp.)
- Metriocnema uralus (Holm.)
- K. brevispinus (Holm.)
- Diamesa arctica (Bohem.) [but Edwards, 1924, gives revised name as D. willi Mg. (?); and includes A. pouloti which he had described, for 1921, as a new sp.]
- Aedens alpinus (L.)
Diptera, Orthorrhapha Brachycera & Cyclorrhapha:
Rhaphomyia caudata Zett.
Syrphus taratus Zett.
Acroteria frontata Zett.
Lymnophora hyperborea Bohem.
L. nassausta Bohem.
Scatophaga varipes Holmg.
Leria septentrionalis Collin [new sp.; but see these Notes, p.35]

FRESH-WATER SUSPECTS

Crustacea:
Phyllopoda:
Lepidurus arcticus Fallas
Cladocera:
* Acroperus harpae Baird
Chydorus sphaericus Müller
Daphnia pulex De Geer
Macrothrix hirundicornis Norman & Brady
Copepoda:
Cyclocoeloma crassicoudis Sars
Eurytemora robusta Richard
Marsenbiotus brucei (Richard)
Ostracoda:
Dendrena rectangulata Alm.
Eunopla arctica Olofsson
E. glacialis Sars
Diptera:
Cricotopus glacialis Edwards [new sp.; see Terrestrial]
C. basilis (Staeg.)
(Also many of the species det. as adults, under Terrestrial etc.)

BIRDS & their PARASITES

The Latin names of most birds mentioned can be found in Appendix 1.
The following were additionally noted in Spitsbergen. + Not seen by me.

+ Brent goose Branta bernica (L.)
+ Barnacle goose Branta leucopsis (Rechst.)
+ Dunlin Erolia alpina (L.)
+ Ringed plover Charadrius hiaticula L.
+ Grey phalarope Phalaropus fulicarius Iredale
+ King eider Somateria spectabilis (L.)
+ Buffon's, aka long-tailed Stercorarius longicaudus Vieill.
BIRD PARASITES

The following bird-llice (Mallophaga) were obtained (see Waterston, S.P.1, No. 18):

From barnacle goose, Advent Bay, 26 June (J.D. Brown coll.):
1♀ Trinotum anserinum Feb.

From pink-footed goose, Sasseen Bay, 17 July (G. Binney coll.):
1♀ ditto.

From grey phalarope, Liefde Bay, 8 July (T.C. Longstaff coll.):
1♂ ditto.

From purple sandpiper (G.S.E. coll.):
1♀ Nemecorn lutescens Burn., Klassen Bilen Bay, 15 August.
4 imm. Philopterus fusiformis, ditto.
4♀, 2♂ Degeeriella monaria Ritsch., ditto.
1 imm., 1♀, 2♂ Tectophilus Kell. & Chap. ditto.

Analysis for Spitsbergen

Omitting birds and their parasites the total land - fresh-water species in the list is about 61 (in terms of taxonomy at that time, and a few readjustments from my later collecting) under Terrestrial etc. and 13 + for fresh water.

Under terrestrial, there were 6 described as new species, 7 as new to Spitsbergen; under fresh water, 1 new species (included in Terrestrial) and 1 new to Spitsbergen; total, 7 new species, 8 new records i.e. 15 new.
APPENDIX 3. The spider *Nicaeria eiltonii* Jackson

This Neosphonid spider was first described as a new species by Dr A.R. Jackson (see S.P.L., No. 21) among collections of the U.S. Expedition made almost entirely by myself. But this single adult ♂️ was brought to me by our geologist R.W. Segnit. Jackson published the general locality as Klaas Billem Bay [Billefjorden], date 9 August 1921. Our 1928 paper mentions the locality as the De Geer Range [De Geerjlet], the reference cited by Holm (1958). My original specimen catalogue gives "K 50. Spider, Archesen De Geer Range, 900 ft., near rich flower slope, 9 Aug.1921". I am quite sure that I never crossed the fjord from Bruce City, but that Segnit did, visiting Esker Valley, where the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate miners were working. I have referred briefly to this valley on pp. 136 - 37 of these Notes, with an excellent air photo of it by J. Landsby taken in 1936. There is also a (not very good) photo print of the valley side in Jourdain's *Diary*. The large Russian coal mine at Pyramiden, a little south of here, with a population of some 850 people, may possibly have since affected the surrounding areas harmfully. I do not think anyone has searched for the spider in Esker Valley since its first discovery, nor has it been recorded from Klaas Billem Bay.

In 1937 Holm published the results of his examination of some older Swedish expedition collections from Bear Island and Spitsbergen. Among them was a subadult ♂️ of *Nicaeria eiltonii* from Bell Sound [Bellmund], at Middle Hook [new middle hook], under stones near a sea-bird slope, 31 August 1916. This place is several miles inside the Sound, and lies as a peninsula between the two main arms of it. In his 1958 paper Holm refers to this specimen as "probably this species". But it is practically certain that it had been collected, though not described, before Jackson named our specimen.

It should be noted that some modern taxonomists have adopted the practice of terminating proper names used for species, with one "♂️", not "♂️♂️" as Jackson did -- that is, unless the name itself ended in an "♂️". Holm's paper follows this rule, and refers to *Nicaeria eiltonii*.

Holm's massive account of spiders collected by an expedition from Uppsala in 1954 has been referred to on pp. 36-7 of these Notes. His c. 2700 specimens came mainly from around Sassenfjord and Dybåleden, and fortunately contained mature specimens of both sexes of this species. He was thus able to describe the female, hitherto unknown in the adult stage, and to settle any doubts about the distinctness of the species (cf. Jackson's reservations, etc.).
Micaria altonii... Holm noted the rather close resemblance to Micaria coloradensis of U.S.A., with which he compared specimens. His localities were Sindvallefjellet at 120 m., on the N. side of Tempelfjord (1 subad., 5 ad.); and Tempel, Bjømanna at 150 m., between Tempelfjord and Gipsvik (15, 1 ad.). They were found under stones on sunny bare parts of talus slopes with scattered Dryas and mosse. Nests under stones had white eggs, perhaps of this species.

Holm (1958) states that Di Caporiacco (in Bonola, 1931) found altonii on Bear Island, though a footnote mentions that he had had no opportunity of seeing this paper himself. I have a Xerox copy of Di Caporiacco's article, part of the exiguous results of the Albertini Expedition to North-East Land, apparently in 1929. Clearly Holm's source misread the Italian text of this out-of-the-way Italian journal. There is no mention of Bear Island; and M. altonii is only added to a list of spiders known from the main part of Spitzbergen. [I am indebted to my wife for translating the relevant passages].

W. Hinz (1976) published an extraordinary paper, from which I will cite only the data about Micaria altonii in detail. He set a number of pitfall and sticky traps in lines on various types of tundra in the area around Adventdalen, Ice Fjord. He ran them for several weeks. M. altonii was caught on a steep south-facing slope at several hundred feet — obviously a favourable position, since he got among other species the sawfly Triotychus frigidus, the fungus gnat Rhoea frigida, the mosquito Aedes miripes and the fly Acrotopena frontata — all species characteristically found in the Inner Fjord Region, and mostly confined to it. None were taken on the N. slope, or the other tundra habitats studied. Nor did it occur on the rich slopes below bird cliffs at Driadalsond at the S. corner of Sassenæl. In all this work he got some quarter of a million individual arthropods, but the majority sites and Collemobola. On the south slope in question several hundred spiders were caught in pitfalls. Instead of giving the actual numbers, Hinz, for reasons not clear to me, converted them to fractions of the total 10,416 on this S. slope. Thus altonii was 0.004!! My son Dr. Robert Elton, an experienced statistician, worked out the actual number as 257 individuals, but thought the answer could only be expressed safely as "several". Among 10,619 individual arthropods from Hornaundals got none of this species. Two things stand out: its extreme scarcity and its survival in warmer habitats of sheltered fjords — about a dozen individuals altogether.
Micaria eltonii...

This spider is only known from one other locality in the Arctic, or anywhere. Recently Hillyard (1979) reported the discovery of 1 ♂ and 2 ♀♀ in Pangnirtung Fjord, Baffin Island, by the Westminster School Expedition to Baffin Island in 1979. It was in July, the female from grassy lichenous tundra near sea-level; the ♀♀ at 470 m. He makes the curious remark that it was "subsequently found on nearby Bear Island...", though the latter is not near and between them lies the large island of Greenland! However, the record is extremely interesting, and I have ascertained that trouble was taken to make sure that it was not *N. coloradensis*. It would seem that *eltonii* has a distribution that suggests it is a relict likely to become extinct, at any rate in Spitsbergen, where spiders have been extensively studied and therefore it would have been found if common anywhere. I suggest that it, like some other species already mentioned, may have had a wider distribution in the warmer period that I have discussed on pp. 139-151 of these Notes. No doubt a few further "pockets" of it will be found, but are likely to be in the relatively warmer habitats.

I owe thanks to Professor Åke Holm and to Dr Eric Duffey for helping me in the elucidation of the matters discussed above. The latter wrote that "I'm sure that *Micaria* would have no difficulty dispersing by air. None of the northern ones are large spiders". (Most Spitsbergen spiders belong to the family Linyphiidae, which have notable powers of dispersal by gossamer.) So the local limitation of *eltonii* is evidently not caused by dispersal difficulties. Apart from a very few introduced accidentally by man in recent times, all the species must have reached the islands by aerial dispersal, since it is generally recognized that Spitsbergen has received most or all of its fauna across the seas since the last major glaciation.
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Crustacea (cont.):  
(Ostracoda) II: 70-1, 114, 118.

Acarina:  

Aranea:  

Collembola:  
I: 18, 26, 32, 35-6, 39, 42, 44-6, 52, 55, 57-8, 61/ II: 68-9, 84, 89, 91, 94A, 102/ III: 121, 132-3.

Mallophaga:  

Hemiptera (Aphida):  
II: 76-9.

Trichoptera:  
I: 28-5.

Lepidoptera:  
II: 76.

Hymenoptera:  

Diptera:  

Siphonaptera:  
I: 34A.

FISH:  
I: (arctic char) 24, 33A/ II: 94A.

BIRDS:  

MAMMALS:  (Whales)  
I: 34 (alive); 16 (bones)/ III: 152-5 (sub-fossil bones).

(Reindeer)  
I: 56 (remains)/ III: 136 (antlers, etc.).

(Snake)  
I: 25, 94A/ II: 91-2.

(Polar bear)  
I: 28/ III: 92.

(Arctic fox)  
I: 16, 23, 35, 43, 54/ II: 84.
Note on Plants

I have not included any list of plant species, or given an index to those mentioned in these Notes, since all the available information is given by Sumnerhayes in our paper, and in that by Walton. There are also the specialist papers in Spitsbergen Papers. I possess no unpublished information from either of these two friends (no longer alive).

I should point out again that the species authority is given in our paper for the first mention of that species. This not entirely satisfactory system was dictated by the large number of species lists given there, Walton, whose paper is much shorter, gives them throughout.

On p. 60 of these Notes I give an approximate comparison of the numbers of species of Phanerogams, Bryophytes and Lichens obtained by Sumnerhayes on Bear Island and on Prince Charles Foreland. The records given by us for places in the Inner Fjord regions of West Spitsbergen show the far greater preponderance of the lower plants in the foggier regions of Bear Island and P.C.F.

I have employed (as in our paper, and generally at that time) the older term "Phanerogams" throughout these Notes. Nowadays it would be more usual to say "Angiospermae". The older term included the Gymnospermae (conifers, etc.) — but none of these occur in Spitsbergen, so no confusion was involved. In order not to complicate the lists, I have used the phrase "Phanerogams, etc." where the plant list included one or two of the very few ferns (Dicksoniaceae, horsetails (Squisitaceae) or the one club Moss (Lycopodiaceae) that have been found in Svalbard.

I have made no attempt to harmonise our nomenclature with modern views. Some changes can easily be inferred by reference to the useful book "Svalbards Flora" by O.I. Hømming, published by the Norsk polar Institutt (1964). But some difficult matters e.g. in the genera Draba and Cochlearia, could only be resolved by specialist opinion.

I have included quite a large number of records of fresh-water Algae, named by B.M. Griffiths, but evidently received too late for inclusion in our paper. Unfortunately there are no species authorities attached. But I think they have some value, especially the extraordinarily large list of Desmids found at Cap Boheman.
I should explain that these Notes were entirely compiled and typed, and the illustrations mounted and annotated, by myself, in old age. The work occupied over four years, during which time I kept finding more sources of information -- the records for Svalbard are incredibly difficult to find, and scattered. These facts account for any visible deficiencies and corrections.

I made three copies:
(1) deposited in the Scott Polar Institute, Cambridge, England.
(2) deposited in the Norak Polarinsitutt, Oslo, Norway.
(3) my own in my possession.

The first two mentioned are Xerox copies made through the generous facility given me by the Department of Zoology at Oxford.

For copying a number of photographs, and making prints from my old negatives I owe many thanks to the skill and care given by Mr A.J. Allen; and later on, by the firm of S.H. Shaylor Ltd., Carterton, Oxfordshire. Mr R.C. Marsland helped me also, with some technical matters, in the Department of Zoology.

I owe much to the following libraries, among others, whose staff have helped me in many ways: the "Elton Library" (formerly that of the Bureau of Animal Population), Department of Zoology, Oxford; also the general library of the latter Department; the Edward Grey Institute of Ornithology (particularly for access to and free use of the Rev. P.C.R. Jourdain's field diary kept there); the Hope Department of Entomology, University Museum, Oxford; the Radcliffe Science Library, Oxford; also the British Museum (Natural History) and the British Library.

The Norak Polarinsitutt kindly provided me with some useful publications, from one of which (R. Fylving-Hansem, 1955), I have copied two very good air photos taken by N. Lunøe in 1936.

In more than one place in these Notes, I have emphasized the close cooperation and friendship between the late V.S. Summerhayes and myself. His vegetation surveys formed the basis of much of my own habitat classification.

To my wife I owe more than I can say, both for tolerating my many hours of mental departure to a period half a century past, and for carefully reading the whole MS for misprints and inconsistencies.